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Abstract—Mobile Ad hoc Wireless Networks (MANET) is
an infrastructure less, self-organized, and multi hop
network. Distributed ad-hoc networks with no centralized
nodeof command such as MANETs offer an interesting
challenge inestablishing trust between nodes for the
purposes of network security. Trust management becomes
very important for the successful operation of MANET.
Reputation system can be used to make decisions about
which nodes to include and which nodes to exclude from the
network. In Present study based on applying a reputation
based trust management scheme on DSR (Dynamic Source
Routing) protocol and through simulation results proves
that the proposed method performs well compared to
normal DSR.
Keywords:- Mobile Ad hoc Wireless Networks (MANET),
DSR (Dynamic Source Routing), TMS (Trust Management
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I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile Ad hoc Wireless Networks (MANET) is an
infrastructure less, self-organized, and multi hop network.
MANET is autonomous system in which nodes have to act
as host and as routers. It has dynamic topology. A MANET
(shown in fig 1) is a collection of wireless nodes that can
dynamically form a network to exchange information
without using any pre-existing fixed network infrastructure
[1]. It’s very important part of communication technology
that supports truly pervasive computing, because in many
contexts information exchange between mobile units cannot
rely on any fixed network infrastructure, but on rapid
configuration of wireless connections on the fly [3].
Wireless ad hoc networks themselves are an independent,
wide area of research and applications, instead of being only
just a complement of the cellular system [4].

1) Dynamic Topologies:MANET is an infrastructure less and networks are fully
distributed which can work at any place without any need of
infrastructure. So they are highly flexible and robust.
2) Bandwidth-Constrained, Variable Capacity Links:Wireless links considerably have lower capacity than their
hardwired counterparts. Interference conditions, fading,
noise, is frequently much less than a radio’s maximum
transmission rate.
3) Energy-Constrained Operation and Limited Battery
Life:In a MANET all of the nodes may rely on batteries. Higher
Packet losses due to errors in transmission such as hidden
terminals that results in collisions, interference, frequent
breakage in paths caused by mobility of nodes, increased
collisions.
4) Limited Physical Security:
MANET does not provide a physical protection of
computers due to Limited resources, generally more prone
to physical security threats than fixed-cable nets. The
increased risk of eavesdropping, spoofing, selfish behavior
and denial-of service attacks should be suspiciously
considered [2].
II. ROUTING PROTOCOLS IN MANETS
Routing protocols in Mobile Adhoc Networks are majority
of two categories:
1. Proactive Protocols
2. Reactive Protocols
A. Proactive protocols: In Proactive protocols, each node
maintains routing Information to every other node in the
form of table. These tables are updated if network topology
changes. Keeping routes to all destinations up-to-date, Even
if they are not used, is a disadvantage of this protocol.
B. Reactive protocol: Reactive protocol is used to find the
route when demanded or when needed by the source node in
order to transmit the data to destination node. Intermediate
node does not need to maintain up to date routing
information. They consume bandwidth only when the node
starts transmitting the data to destination node [5].

Fig. 1: Mobile Adhoc network
A. Manets Characteristics & Challenges
Manets have several characteristics & challenges they are as
follows: -

C. Dynamic Source Routing Protocol:
This protocol is reactive protocol.DSR uses source routing
to deliver packet the source node add the full path to
destination in terms of intermediating node in every packet.
DSR operates on two mechanisms Route discovery & Route
maintenance.
1) Route discovery:Route Discovery is used when a source does not know the
path up to the destination. In this mechanism, the sender
broadcasts a ROUTE REQUEST message which contains
Source Address, Destination Address, and Identifier. Each
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intermediate node adds its address in ROUTE REQUEST
message and rebroadcast it, unless it reaches the destination.
The destination then sends a unicast ROUTE REPLY
message to source node and the source node add this new
route in its cache.
2) Route Maintenance:Route Maintenance is used to handle route breaks. When a
node encounters a fatal transmission problem at its data link
layer, it removes the route from its route cache and
generates a route error message. When a node receives a
route error message, it removes the hop in error from its
route cache [6].

B. Reputation-based trust management: Reputation-based
trust management utilizes numerical and computational
mechanisms to evaluate trust [9].

III. TRUST MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Trust management has a dynamic nature not static & it is
defined as the degree of subjective belief about the behavior
of a particular entity. Trust Management acts as a separate
component of security services in networks and identified it
as a unified approach [7]. Trust management is a special
case of risk management with a particular emphasis on
authentication of entities under uncertainty and decision
making on cooperation with unknown entities as shown in
fig 2.

V. SIMULATION SETUP AND SCENARIO
The studied scenario consists of 7 mobile nodes. The
topology is a rectangular area with 1000 m length and 1000
m width. A rectangular area was chosen in order to force the
use of longer routes between nodes than would occur in a
square area with equal node density. All simulations are run
for 15.00 seconds of simulated time as shown in fig 3 & fig
4.

IV. PRESENT WORK
Present work is to apply reputation mechanism to DSR and
evaluate its performance & for that simulation tool is used to
study the performance. The evaluation will be done
according to the following metrics:
1. Packet Delivery Ratio
2. End to End Delay
3. Packet Drop

Fig. 3: Mobile nodes at initial states
Fig. 2: Trust management system [8]
Trust management includes trust establishment
(i.e., collection of appropriate trust evidence, trust
generation, trust distribution, trust discovery, and evaluation
of trust evidence), trust update, and trust revocation. Trust
establishment is defined as the process of maintaining and
distributing trust among nodes. Mainly there are two
schemes used to evaluate trust
1. Policy based trust management
2.Reputation bases trust management
A. Policy-based trust management: This approach usually
makes a binary decision according to which the requester is
trusted or not, and accordingly the access request is allowed
or not. Due to the binary nature of trust evaluation, policybased trust management has less flexibility. Furthermore,
the availability of (or access to) trusted certificate authorities
(CA) cannot always be guaranteed, particularly for
distributed systems such as MANETs [10].

Fig. 4: Transfer of Data from node 0 to node 5 via node 2
and node 3
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VI. RESULT & DISCUSSIONS
A. Packet Delivery Ratio:-This parameter shows the
number of packet received to the total no of packet sent
during the simulation period in the network. The result
shows that the reputed DSR routing protocol has higher
value of data packet received as compared to the simpler
DSR as shown in fig 5.

shown in fig 6. From the above figure we examine that the
end to end delay is a lesser amount of in proposed technique
as compare to the simple DSR protocol.
C. Packet Drop
Packet drop ratio is the ratio of data packets drop during the
simulation period to those generated by the sources. The
below figure shows that when we apply the propose scheme
packet data drop ratio achieved in reputed DSR is very less
as compare to simple DSR protocol as shown in fig 7.

Fig. 7: Packet drops in both cases.
Fig. 5: X-graph of packet received in Reputed DSR
& Simple DSR

Fig. 6: X-Graph of end to end delay in Reputed DSR
& simple DSR
B. End to End Delay
End-to-end delay refers to the time taken for a packet to be
transmitted across a network from source to destination as

VII. CONCLUSION
Trust is not a constant value, it changes over time. Trust
between nodes is important to perform functions of the
network. Trust management is necessary when nodes
participating with each other to perform certain actions.
Trust management framework evaluates trust among nodes
in the network and then form trust relations between them.
In this paper, we present a scheme for ad-hoc network in
order to increase the route reliability between the nodes
present in network. We have shown that our scheme is
robust in finding the safe and sound path for the sender and
receiver. This approach has the clear advantage of
simplicity, ability to get a trustworthy route etc.
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